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In Our Expert Opinion
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The optimism in the industry is palpable; consumer goods (CG) companies are
coming out of hiding and starting to reinvest as the economy improves. Trusted
advisors can provide critical guidance during this period as your company
re-prioritizes business and technology initiatives. In CGT’s third annual
Consultant Report, Kittim Consulting and Cognizant provide expert opinions on
the topics that are keeping CG executives up at night.

If a CG company could pursue only
one business improvement initiative
in 2011, what should it be and why?
s k i n n e r : The great recession
of the last three years caused a
dramatic shift in the business landscape for CG companies. They are
now dealing with a consumer who
has cut down on spending, who
is switching brands and who is
constantly looking for deals. Plus,
retailers are putting tremendous

pressure on them to absorb some
of their margin shrinkage all the
while looking more like competitors than partners due to the everincreasing range of private label
brands. Lastly, they are dealing
with an increasingly complex business landscape of multi-channel
integration, game-changing technology innovations and increasingly complicated regulations.
Under these circumstances, CG
companies need to improve ef-

fectiveness and optimize costs in
areas that matter most. Given that
close to 15 percent of a given CG
company’s revenue is spent on
trade promotions, it is only too
obvious that the one business improvement initiative in 2011 that
companies need to pursue is trade
promotion spend effectiveness.
j a c k a m : CG companies must
develop and deploy a comprehensive, cohesive social media
campaign. At a minimum, this
campaign should include corporate Web sites, product Web sites,
promotional microsites, Facebook pages and Twitter feeds.
Think of this as your “social media network” — one that functions

24/7/365. You need to ensure that
your network is integrated with
a consistent theme and branding, but with varying messages
to ensure content stays fresh and
relevant. Special promotions, coupons, games and contests encourage interaction and repeat visits.
More importantly, if done correctly, users will invite people in their
personal networks to join your
media network. Once you have
their attention, you must ensure
that the interaction is not just one
way with the company doing all
of the talking. The most successful CG companies will be the ones
who use social media to listen to
their customers and react to meet
changing market needs. That will
continued on pg 17
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Consumer goods manufacturers and
distributors turn to Kittim Consulting
to solve problems, uncover profitable opportunities and deliver results.
Servicing small and mid-cap manufacturers and distributors to Fortune
1000 companies, our tiered approach
drives value throughout an enterprise
or within a specific function.
Whether we are optimizing operations, IT systems or a project
portfolio, our approach begins with
the four-pronged CASE™ formula,
which crystallizes value-driven strategies and actionable tactics. The
scalable approach sharply aligns
real and perceived problems with
profit-driven data and real-world
experience that validates, uncovers
and connects cross-functional opportunities to reduce expenditures
and improve ROI.

We eat, sleep and breathe consumer goods. This constant focus allows us to maintain in-depth knowledge of trends and technologies
across the consumer goods spectrum. Each year, we execute a wide
range of consumer goods projects
in every region of the globe. These
projects include strategic planning,
network design, sourcing and supplier evaluation, site and facilities planning (Greenfield and Brownfield),

logistics, financial and operational
analysis, and project management.
Kittim Consulting has completed
more than 200 projects representing
more than $5 billion in capital spending at more than 100 manufacturing
and distribution facilities in more than
45 countries achieving an average 10
percent reduction in capital expenditures and a 30 percent ROI.
With offices in Atlanta, Ga., and
Shanghai, China — we bring the world
of best-practice solutions to your operation. For more information about
Kittim Consulting and how we can best
serve you, please visit www.kittimconsulting.com/cgt.
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set you apart from the competition. And as we all know, product
differentiation is what allows for
premium pricing.

What emerging technologies should
CG companies explore in 2011?
Jackam: CG companies need to
focus on interacting with customers through their mobile devices.
To be successful, companies will
need to use a combination of marketer-driven and customer opt-in
tools. This is classic push-pull marketing updated for the 21st century. CG companies can “push”
digital coupons, special promotions and key messages to target
consumers. The emerging “pull”
tool is QR code scanning, which
is positioned for growth in 2011
with mobile devices. The technology can be used in traditional
and interactive marketing campaigns. Campaigns can run the
spectrum of print ads, direct mail,

and in-store displays to Web sites
and electronic billboards. Marketers appreciate the near real-time
capability to measure audience
response rates. Doing so quickly
validates ROI for marketing campaigns and ensures that budgets
are spent effectively.
s k i n n e r : There has been
considerable action and interest in the area of trade promotion management during the
last few years. Many CG companies embarked on the TPM
journey — many stumbled, some
continue to struggle and some
succeeded. But one consistent
theme has been a rather narrow
focus only on the transactional

and executional aspects of trade
promotions. There has been very
little progress made in the area
of optimizing trade spend. Brand
managers, category managers,
sales personnel and finance folks
are all asking the same questions: “Did we spend our trade
dollars in the most effective way
we could have? Did we get the
maximum bang for the buck with
our trade dollars?” Unfortunately,
the answer has most often been:
“We don’t know for sure!” Reasons cited for this are many —
no bandwidth to analyze this, not
enough data points to make conclusions, too many variables and
constraints, etc. Answers seem to
lie in the emerging technologies

The most successful CG companies will be
the ones who use social media to listen to their
customers and react to meet changing market needs.
That will set you apart from the competition.”

for trade promotion optimization.
CG companies need to go beyond
tactical-focused simulation and
look at a broader optimization
strategy based on powerful analytics and business rules.

What projects in the CG market
are truly innovative and worthy
of imitation?
skinner: The heartening trend
is that several of the leading CG
companies are fast realizing that
trade spend optimization is where
they need to put their energy to
make a quantum impact to their
business. Increased focus on master data management and demand
signal repositories are strong indicators that CG companies are
readying themselves to lay the
foundation for enabling true trade
spend optimization. They are critically assessing data sources to figure out ways to improve the reliability of data that will aid better
continued on pg 19
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Globalization. Niche segmentation.
Competition for premium shelf space.
Brand success requires new thinking,
and Cognizant can help you connect with
today’s shopper and drive innovative,
forward-looking strategies to meet these
demands. We will help you better understand changing consumer perspectives
and identify innovative approaches for
conceiving, deploying and extending
IT — so that you can embrace the future
of work and address the fundamental
business-model changes needed to stay
competitive in the global economy.
With Cognizant’s Consumer Goods
Practice, you have a global partner with everything you need — experienced consulting, IT-driven efficiency, business process
outsourcing (BPO) excellence — to anticipate consumer demand and manage market dynamics. We partner with the world’s
premier consumer goods manufacturers,
creating innovative solutions and strat-

egies that keep them price-competitive,
category-leading and consumer-savvy.
Our expertise spans a wide gamut, from
demand-driven supply chains, to revenuecreating trade promotion management
systems, to analytics systems and mobility solutions that anticipate and serve
ever-changing customer needs.
Cognizant’s Consumer Goods Practice
has 5000+ technical and business experts
in North America, Europe, Asia Pacific
and the Middle East. We work with leading companies in the consumer durables,
food & beverage, footwear & apparel,
and home & personal care segments.

Cognizant Technology Solutions
500 Frank W. Burr Blvd, Teaneck, NJ 07666
www.cognizant.com

Cognizant is a U.S.-based, $4 billion+
global services company that is considered among the fastest growing in the IT
services sector. We believe companies
do not need to compromise by choosing between a strategic partner and a
cost-effective service provider. We pride
ourselves on offering clients the power
of both the deep strategic capabilities of
a top multinational consultancy and the
cost advantages of a best-in-class services company. With a global community of
100,000 associates whose collaborative,
open and flexible approach embodies
next-generation thinking, we can work
with you onsite, near-shore or in any
of our 50+ delivery centers around the
world. To learn more about Cognizant
and our capabilities, visit www.cognizant.
com/futureofwork.
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analytics. They are also looking
at new ways to harness technology to gather more intelligence
on consumer responses to promotional tactics and the level of
retail execution of promotional
schemes.
j a c k a m : Two very different
technology-based projects come
to mind. First, the Starbucks Payby-Phone app is rolling out nationwide after successful beta testing in
New York and Seattle. The app displays a unique barcode on iPhone,
iPod Touch and some BlackBerry
devices that can be scanned using
a point-of-sale device that deducts
the cost from the balance on a card.
Second, the Dr. Scholl’s Custom Fit
Orthotic Center kiosks, deployed to
stores nationwide, use 2,000 pressure sensors to analyze feet and
then recommend custom fit orthotics. At $50 per set of orthotics, it
is a high margin item, but far less
than a visit to a podiatrist. Feedback from users has been predomi-

nantly positive. More importantly,
recommendations to friends and
family are quite high.

What was the most important
business lesson you learned during the recession and how can you
apply it to CG clients?
j a c k a m : The CG industry was
believed to be recession-proof. I
recall a CPG executive once boasting that everyone needs to buy
toilet paper. His boast was partially
correct. They need to buy toilet
paper, but not necessarily a premium name brand. Many cash
strapped consumers abandoned
name brand consumer product
goods in favor of store brands and
private label items. I predict that
many consumers will not return
to buying name brands, especially
for staple items. To warrant a premium, you must craft a message
that your product is unique and
meets their special needs. Don’t

CG companies need to make quantum leaps to
actually move ahead. This means leveraging new
business ideas, technology and execution models.”

give in to the temptation to compete on price alone. When competing on price alone, you commoditize your products and ultimately
erode brand value.
s k i n n e r : The recession has
taught us several important lessons — many of them obvious and
intuitive. But we think the following are especially significant given
the impact they are likely to have
on businesses:
The customers and business
partners (retailers) that emerged
from the onslaught of the recession have a whole new perception
and benchmark around core concepts of need and value. CG companies need to read this carefully.
Those who followed the natural instincts to cut back on invest-

ments during the recession time
merely survived. But those who
continued to make smart investments and innovate truly flourished. CG companies need to run
twice as fast just to stay where
they are in today’s world — and
make quantum leaps to actually
move ahead. This means leveraging new business ideas, technology and execution models.
The economy is fickle and resources are limited, whether it is
capital or jobs or goods. But the
key to revival lies in collaboration and doing more with less. CG
companies need to apply the same
tenets to their business: increased
collaboration with retailers and
consumers, and an unwavering
focus on improving effectiveness
in all areas of business.
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